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Make yourself visible! Spanish campaign



Remember…
If you stay in the blind spot, you are invisible

Poster Magnets Retro reflective stickersScratchcards

Campaign for food delivery motorcyclists-Products



+19,000 delivery motorcyclists in Spain

99% men

88% 16-39 year old 

16-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

1.539

5.517

6.463

2.312

1.617

Nationality

75% 25%

Contract

Temporary

Permanent

43,4%

56,6%

Full-time

Part-time

11,6%

88,4%

Looking for another job

34,8% 65,2%



Traffic accidents at work (TAW)

Workers in Food Service Sector

1 accident per 275

Food delivery motorcyclists

12 accidents per 275

1-99 100-1000 +1000

2.366 TAW

265 TAW

248 TAW

Company size

14,9% 27,6% 32,0% 7,6%
8,6%9,2%1-9 10-25 26-49 50-99

82,1%



Personal interests

Personal motivations to 
stay in this job

Frustrations because 
of the job conditions

Aims in my life

Typical things I 
say about the 
motorcycle 
and my way of 
driving 

Age, occupation, studies, 
city

Worker archetypes
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Organizations in the 
autonomous communities

Identify work risks and needs of the chosen collective. 

Define the main goal of the campaign. 

Search of information. Research. Interviews. Statistics. 

Design the campaign. Prototypes. 

Joint assessment of the products. 

Dialogue with companies.

Start-up of the campaign.

Visit the companies: managers and workers.

Elaborate indicators for impact assessment.

Report results.

Joint assessment of the products. 

Start-up of the campaign.

Elaborate indicators for impact assessment.

Report results.

Actions of the actors involved



8 Key points that make the campaign work

1. Identify the best collaborators that speak our same prevention language and have direct access 
to workers.  

2. Understand their working process, and also their relationships at work and personal and 
professional profiles.

3. Find out the leverage points that change the things in the working process using the less effort.

4. Speak workers’ language, using their code. 

5. Use creative tools and innovation techniques during product design process.  

6. Cheap products, direct to the bullseye. 

7. Impact assessment: before, during and after the campaign.

8. Multiply the effect. From 161 motorcyclists in Valencia to around 2.000 (and growing) at 
National level.  



Build the 
working 

team

Select the 
field of 
action

Writing 
research

Collect oral 
information

Create 
prototypes

Contrast
prototypes

Elaborate 
products
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Thank you so much for your attention!
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